
The Rytera Archery Company was catapulted from
“just another bow company” to the forefront of
bowhunting talk in 2009 with the introduction of

the Alien X. This bow had one of the strongest followings
I have seen right out of the gate. Incredible balance at full
draw, excellent speed and a great looking riser attracted
fans like bees to honey.

The Alien X is back for 2010 and a couple of its friends
have landed with it. Rytera will introduce the Alien Z and
the Alien Nemesis to its lineup. The Z (available November
2009) is a longer axle-to-axle model at 36 inches while the
Nemesis (available January 2010) sports a cool new riser
and spans approximately 34 inches between the axles. This
report covers the original Alien X, which is equipped with
parallel limbs, Hybrix Duo cams, Roto Cup limb pockets,
Alien riser and CCS Roller Guard.

One of a Kind 
Rytera’s Alien X riser is unique in more than one way.

First, it is modular, consisting of three basic pieces fitted
together at either end of the sight window. Second, the
intricate machining detail along its entire length sets it
apart. Instead of the typical straightforward through-
holes the Alien has a network of thin webs that bridge
elongated cutouts. There are also two teardrop shapes
dished out of the riser behind the shelf area to look like
alien eyes – unique!  On the practical side Rytera
machines the reflex riser pieces from billets of 6061-T6
aluminum. A reflex configuration is one that positions
the limb pivot points in front of the deepest part of the
grip. This is done to increase what is known as the power
stroke, which is the actual distance that the archer moves
the string from its resting position to full draw. All else
being equal, the longer the power stroke the faster the
bow. When a manufacturer chooses between deflex and
reflex they have to consider tradeoffs in terms of stabili-
ty versus speed. 

There are additional features found on the riser
including a roller guard, distinctive grip, string stopper,

Vibration Escape Module (V.E.M.) shelf cover and a
V.E.M. riser insert. The Alien grip consists of two leather
pieces wrapped front and back along with two hardwood
side plates inset into shallow pockets. Cutouts matching
the riser’s unique configuration are machined into the
grip’s side panels. The wood side panels and leather
wraps insulate the shooter’s hand from cold weather.
Rytera’s Cable Containment System (CCS) is attached to
the riser just above the shelf area, protrudes back toward
the shooter and bends slightly in toward the centerline of
the bow to eliminate torque. Cables are contained by two
rollers, which rotate on sealed ball bearings for
decreased friction and increased efficiency. String noise
is reduced with the STS String Stopper that is mounted
opposite the stabilizer-mounting hole. The Alien X is
available in Next G1 camo or a flat black finish. A series
of green accents, green handle and partially green string
contribute to the bow’s Alien nature. 

Arrow Trade Talking Points – Riser
(Notable bow features/characteristics to bring up 
during the selling process)

· The obvious talking point here is the riser’s unique
configuration and appearance. In short – it looks
cool! Good looks, while not functional, are still a
major draw for archers.

· Rytera’s CCS Roller Guard is a hassle free and efficient
tool to handle the job. It also gives the Alien a quality
high-tech look.

· Bowhunters are all about stealth. Rytera’s VEM shelf
cover, riser insert and STS String Stopper are all riser-
based features that have one purpose – eliminate
noise.

· The grip has functional and aesthetic qualities that
can be pointed out to customers. The materials pro-
vide warmth and comfort, the configuration creates
the opportunity for consistent hand placement and
the cutouts match the look of the overall riser.
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To Parallel and Beyond
Rytera relies on the composite limb material sup-

plied by industry standard Gordon Composites
Company. Gordon’s materials have proven themselves in
the archery industry through consistent performance
and excellent durability. The limb’s five-layer package is
constructed through a high compression custom
process. Each limb measures approximately 13 inches in
length, is solid (not split) and straight (not recurve).
Limb sets are available in draw weight options of 40-50,
50-60 and 60-70 pounds. An extremely important aspect
of the Alien’s limb sets is found in their beyond parallel
position at full draw. Most every manufacturer under-
stands the benefits of a parallel limb and you would be
hard pressed to find an adult bow that does not have
limbs that are at least near parallel. Bow makers have
found that this one design feature has afforded them an
amazing benefit in terms of lack of shock, vibration and
noise at the shot. Limbs that reach a parallel position at
full draw distribute the force from release in equal and
opposite directions. Basically this causes the leftover
energy after propelling the arrow to be cancelled out as
the limbs act in opposition to one another. A bow that
incorporates this technology has significantly reduced
shock, vibration and noise as compared to a similar bow
with upright limb sets.

Alien X limb pockets, or lack thereof, are extremely
minimal in their content. There is really no pocket at all, it
would be more accurate to call them a limb containment
or alignment system. The limb bolt passes through a large
diameter counter sunk plate, washer, limb, small section of
riser and is then threaded into a rotating barrel nut. There
is no material that surrounds the end of the limb. Each end
of the riser flares out to create a broad base platform for the
limb containment system. One end houses the barrel nut
as explained above and the other end is machined into a
dished out semi circular structural feature that cradles
Martin’s Roto Cup. The Roto Cup holds and laterally aligns
the limb. The special limb bezel extends through the limb
at the butt and provides vertical alignment.

Talking Points – Limbs and Limb Pockets
· Gordon Composites material is known for its durabil-

ity and performance – customers want to know that
their bow is going to perform consistently without
any limb breaks, cracks, etc. 

· Alien X limbs are matched based on deflection values
– more consistent performance to talk about.

· The lack of a typical pocket system should be a mini-
malists dream. There is no unnecessary material
here. This would also be a good place to bring up the 
light mass weight of the Alien X with your customer–
only 3.5 pounds!
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Personalized Speed  
Rytera’s Hybrix Duo Cam system is a speedster

through and through. Rytera advertises the Alien X IBO
speed between 330 and 340, they hit their numbers in
my testing coming in at 331. If you have read my reviews
in the past you know I make a big deal about a company
hitting their numbers. Why?
Because it doesn’t happen nearly
often enough and I want to
encourage manufacturers to
advertise real speeds that you and
I can rely on. Good job Rytera! 

Alien X letoff is adjustable
from 65 to 80 percent through a
variable draw stop system. A
rotating module allows the draw
length to be adjusted between 27
and 30 inches in 1/2 inch incre-
ments. The adjustable draw stop
also makes it possible to super
fine-tune your draw length.
Eccentrics ride on heat-treated
centerless ground axles with speed
bearings (ball bearings). Each
Hybrix cam is CNC machined out
of 6061-T6 aluminum material at
the Martin factory in Walla Walla,
Washington, where the brand is
based.

Arrow Trade Talking Points – 
Eccentrics

· Speed may not be the only ben-
efit that bowhunters are look-
ing for but it is certainly at the
top of many archers’ lists.
Speed covers for small errors in
distance judging, increases
kinetic energy and boosts pen-
etration power. Rytera’s Alien X
produces excellent speeds and
that is in large part due to the
HybrixDuo Cam system.

· Not happy with the draw
length? Think it could be
slightly longer or shorter? No
problem. You can easily
change it with the rotating
module and adjustable draw
stop.

Testing:
A single brass nock and QuikTune 300 Arrow Rest

were attached to the bow, nothing more. With the excep-
tion of these two items every bow is tested, as it would be
shipped to the dealer or customer. In other words, if it
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Rytera
Model: Alien X
Website: www.rytera.com

Mass Weight Limbs

Bow Specifications

Manufacturer: 

Draw Weights Finish
Draw Lengths Grip
Axle-to-axle length Riser
Brace Height Limb Pockets

Eccentrics MSRP

65-80 percent, adjustable
330 - 340 fps
Hybrix Duo Cam

Let-off Cable Guard
Advertised IBO Warranty

Strings/Cables Stone Mountain Dakota

50, 60 and 70 lb peak
27-30 in 1/2" increments
32"
7"

Parallel, Gordon Composite
CCS Roller Guard

3.5 lbs

Next G1 Camo
2-Piece Laminated Wood
Reflex, 3-piece modular
Roto Cup

Limited Lifetime
$699.99

Modified Apple Bow Drawing Machine Easton Digital Bow Scale
Calibrated Mitutoyo Dial Calipers – 8”

Test Equipment
Last Chance Archery Power Press Oehler M35 Chronograph with indoor lighting system
Spot-Hogg Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine Easton Professional Chronograph with an infrared lighting system

American Whitetail Large Bag Target

Calibrated steel rule – 36”
Calibrated Chatillon DFIS 200 Digital Force Gauge Victory Archery Arrows
NAP QuikTune 3000 Arrow Rest Tru Ball Chappy Boss Mechanical Release

Test Parameters
�         Bow weight: 70 pounds +/- 0.1 pounds
�         Draw Length will be set to 30” (+ 0.25”  -0.00”)
�         Properly spined arrows will be selected according to the formula set out in the I.B.O. rules 
for minimum grains per pound (350 grains)
�         All arrow velocity ratings must be measured using a shooting machine with mechanical 
�         A minimum of five shots must be chronographed using an arrow as defined above. The 
five shots will then be averaged to obtain the final result. All velocity values for a given arrow 
must fall within a range of 2 ft/sec
�         A chronograph with a minimum of two gates set no more than 48” apart will be used. The 
initial gate will be set at 36” from the front of the bow’s handle.

Test Method
� Just to make sure the bow is at least in the right ballpark the draw weight and draw length are 
roughly verified with Easton’s Hand Held Bow Weight Scale and a simple draw length arrow 
correlated to a mark on the shelf adjacent to the deepest part of the grip. This saves me a lot of 
time if the bow is not close to the right draw length or draw weight.

� Brace height is tested using calibrated dial calipers
� Install New Archery Products Quik Tune 3000 Arrow Rest
� Set nock point
� Verify draw weight using a calibrated digital force gauge backed up with the Easton Bow 
Force Mapper (BFM) System handheld unit
� Verify draw length using the Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis Program, which is a combination 
of a custom software package, modified Apple Bow Drawing Machine, Chatillon digital force 
gauge, calibrated 36” steel rule and trammel point
� Mark cams at full draw

� Set bow on Spot Hogg’s Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine – draw to cam marks and 
fire through two chronographs – Oehler and Easton. Both chronographs are equipped with indoor 
lighting kits.

� Speed is recorded from the average of 5 shots.

� Paper tune by hand
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has string silencers or other components pre-installed it
is tested with them installed. While the ‘official’ velocity
rating for our calculations will be taken with an arrow as
defined below, we will also use two other test arrows as
reference points. This will be done to bring a bracketed
picture of the bow’s speed performance to the reader. Test
arrows include a lightweight 350 grain arrow, a mid-
weight 425 grain arrow and a relatively heavy 540 grain
arrow. Before recording speeds with these arrows the bow
was first paper tuned with each one. Most every
bowhunter/archer will be able to extrapolate their
approximate arrow speed in relation to similar set-up
parameters and results presented from the three test
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Stored Energy: 107.63 foot-pounds

Objective Test Categories
Kinetic Energy: 85.17 foot-pounds

When a bow is drawn energy is supplied to the limbs. The amount of energy that 
the limbs can hold is the stored energy

Efficiency Rating: 79.13 percent

This is the amount of stored energy (in %) that can be successfully tranferred into 
propelling the arrow upon release. The bow design, including limbs, limb pockets, 
cam systems, and axle types play into the bow's efficiency.

This is the energy that actually goes into propelling the arrow. Basically, it is the 
energy that is left over from the stored energy after all of the bow system friction is 
accounted for.

SE/PF Ratio: 1.54

This is the ratio of stored energy to peak force. In other words, what returns are 
you getting for the power you supply?

1653 1507.1 1349.1

540 Grain Arrow

Velocity Test Results

350 Grain Arrow 425 Grain Arrow

301 269.9

Shot # 1 330.6 301.1 270.4

Shot # 2 330.6 301.2 269.8

Shot # 5 330.8 302.1 269.2

Shot # 3 330.8 301.7

Average 
Velocity 330.6 301.42 269.82

5  Shot Total

269.8

Shot # 4 330.2

Reducing the
riser to a network
of webbing and eliminating
the conventional limb pockets
help contribute to the very
light mass weight of just 3.5
pounds for the Rytera Alien.
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The speed result from the 350
grain arrow is entered into the Silks
Outdoors Bow Analysis Program,
which then automatically calculates
Kinetic Energy, Stored Energy, and

Efficiency. That chart appears at the
bottom of this page.

Potential customers will general-
ly make their bow purchase choice
based on several factors including
the cost, speed, shot noise,
shock/vibration level, grip and the
draw cycle.

In our testing for ArrowTrade
Magazine we try to give you a feel for

how a bow performs in the “subjec-
tive” areas mentioned above. You
can then focus on the bow’s notable
subjective points when interacting
with your customer. The term “sub-
jective” can basically be translated
into “opinion”.  I will be giving my
opinion of this bow’s performance in
the following subjective categories:

TestID: 2010 Alien X Draw Length: 30.25" Speed: 331
Tested By: JS Brace Height: 6.85" Power Stroke: 1.8 ft
Min Load: 22.8 lbs Max Load: 70.1 lbs. Kinetic Energy: 85.17 ft-lbs
Min Pos: 30.25" Max Pos: 21" Stored Energy: 107.63 ft-lbs

Dynamic Eff.: 79.13%
Distance Load R1 Brace Height:

8.6 0.20 Peak Draw Weight:
9 6.60 Full Draw Condition:
10 22.00
11 39.00
12 53.00
13 62.60
14 66.40
15 67.60
16 67.40
17 68.00
18 69.00
19 70.10
20 70.10
21 70.10
22 70.10
23 70.10
24 69.80
25 68.80
26 67.20
27 64.40
28 59.20
29 48.20
30 28.60

30.25 22.80
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Grip Comfort and Function:

Subjective Test Results
Shot Noise:

Average with a small edge under the shelf that hits the web of my hand. The 
leather and wood combo create a warm contact surface. 

Better with hunting weight arrows. A little louder with the lightweight models. String 
noise was significantly reduced with additional silencers.

Draw Cycle "Feel":
Better than average. Aggressive on the front end with a smooth rollover into the 
valley. An overall comfortable draw cycle especially considering the excellent 
speed.

Shock and Vibration Levels:

Average kick with lasting vibration at the shot. A Stealth stabilizer reduced the kick 
significantly, however, the vibration remained.

The Alien uses a roller style cable guard
and the arrow shelf is molded from a
vibration absorbing material. Note how
even the grip has been skeletonized to
save weight and to match the riser’s look.
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